16 June

Now that your Conference is over you can disconnect, unplug, and engage the senses in a genuine Alaskan experience, where life slows to a comfortable, quiet pace! Travel from Anchorage to Talkeetna with a local Alaskan guide! Meet the Salmon Berry representative outside of your hotel lobby for a fully guided drive north to the quaint and quirky town of Talkeetna, gateway to the Interior with views of Mt. Denali!

Upon arrival into Talkeetna, you’ll depart on a flightseeing tour of Alaska’s stunning landscape and the dramatic relief of the Alaska Range before landing at the Chalet. Travel by fixed wing bush plane or by helicopter from Anchorage is charged market rate. Arrive at the Sheldon Chalet and be greeted by your personal staff. After a freshly prepared sampling of Alaskan delicacies, explore the chalet and plan your upcoming adventures with one of our world-class guides.

Please note that if your flight is delayed due to weather, your Salmon Berry guide will be available to take you on a guided tour through the surrounding area while we wait for safe flying conditions.

Today Includes:
Anchorage to Talkeetna via Salmon Berry Tours
Talkeetna to Sheldon Chalet Inside Denali National Park via Air
Welcome Dinner
Overnight Sheldon Chalet Inside Denali National Park
17 June, 18 June
These two days at the Chalet are yours to decide! Enter a world that few have the opportunity to explore. In the company of personal guides and experienced staff, Sheldon Chalet guests can immerse themselves in the grandeur of this unique luxury destination for leisure or adventure. Discover the beauty of Ruth Glacier through a guided trek, or simply marvel at the view from the panoramic windows while reading your favorite book. Ski around the Nunatak, or ice climb on the surrounding mountains. In the evening, gather around the fireplace for a natural history lesson, or relax in the sauna after a glass of wine! The Sheldon Chalet chefs provide a seemingly endless feast of delectable Alaska fare. From fresh Alaska King Crab and Copper River Salmon, to locally grown microgreens for your daily meals!

Included Activities:
- Avalanche & Meteor Watching
- Hammock Stargazing
- Picnic / Cocktails at the Mountain House
- Invigorating Sauna
- Snowshoeing or Skiing
- Trekking & Sledding in Amphitheater
- Rappelling & Crevasse Exploring in Amphitheater
- Build an Igloo or Snow Cave Construction

Add-On Activities (Additional Cost):
- Remote Hot Spring Excursion, via Helicopter Flight
- Mastodon Bone Yard Excursion, via Helicopter Flight
- Remote Hiking or Skiing, via Helicopter Canyon Flight
- Remote Fishing, via Helicopter Flight
- Remote Berry Picking, via Helicopter Flight

Today Includes:
- All Meals
- All Activities As Listed
- Overnight Sheldon Chalet Inside Denali National Park

#FINDYOURALASKA
+1.907.278.3572 * www.SALMONBERRYTOURS.com * 515 W 4th Ave. Anchorage, AK 99501
19 June
Watch the sunrise hit the snow-covered Alaska Range from your bed. Leisurely breakfast on locally sourced Alaskan fare as you say your goodbyes and prepare to depart the Sheldon Nunatak. Embark on an outbound scenic flights via Mt. Huntington and Mt. Denali base camp! Your Salmon Berry guide will be awaiting your arrival in Talkeetna to make the scenic drive to Anchorage.

Once in Anchorage, you will be dropped off at your downtown luxury hotel which offers majestic views of the Cook Inlet, Chugach Mountains, Anchorage cityscape or Mt. Denali! The Captain Cook Hotel has a variety of dining options for you to select from. The Crow’s Nest is perched atop Tower III, and is a AAA four-diamond fine dining restaurant with French and New American cuisine, a cellar filled with more than 10,000 bottles of wine! The Whale’s Tail has shareable plates, handcrafted cocktails and a self-serve wine dispensing system create an atmosphere perfect for a night out on the town! Fletcher’s serves Italian cuisine in a classic English pub! Visit the hotel’s Athletic Clubs features separate men’s and women’s workout areas and shared facilities that include a swimming pool, Jacuzzi, aerobics room and group cycle.

Take the evening to rest or explore the city! You’re within walking distance of many of our favorite locally owned and operated shops and eateries as well as the Tony Knowles Coastal Trail. Consider a visit to the downtown Anchorage Museum!

Today Includes:
Sheldon Chalet Inside Denali National Park to Talkeetna via Air
Talkeetna to Anchorage via Salmon Berry Tours
Overnight Downtown Anchorage

20 June
Today concludes your great Alaskan adventure! After breakfast, check out of your hotel and head to Anchorage Ted Stevens International Airport for your flight home. Farewell from Alaska and have a safe travel home!

Today Includes:
Breakfast Voucher
Thank you for traveling with Salmon Berry Tours!

Thank you for traveling with the help from all of us at Salmon Berry Tours. As you travel, you may have questions or want a local’s perspective. Please do not hesitate to contact us directly at 907.278.3572 (open daily).

Please let your Salmon Berry Tours representative know, when making your booking, of any special needs, dietary or otherwise. We do our best to accommodate special needs, but knowing in advance will make accommodation more likely.

Your local guide gratuity is not included. If they do a great job, please consider gratuity - they will appreciate this so much! Ask us if you need a guideline for tipping.

Multi-Day Itinerary Cancellation Policy: A 50% deposit is required to start the booking process. Remainder is due 60 days prior to travel. Cancellations must be made in writing (email, fax, or mail). Processing fee of $100 per guest applies for cancellations more than 60 days before travel, or 50% of total if received less than 60 days from travel. No refund applies if cancellation is received less than 30 days prior to travel.